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l if e st yle

This season, for ladies more than
ever, colour and print are key. Acid
brights lead the way as the go to

palette- bright prints as well as block
colours and 80s rave graphics adorn
some of the most statement seasonal
pieces.   Gingham reigns supreme as our
go to print for spring and is seen across
dresses, separates and outerwear.
Sleeve details are statement - from over
stated ballooned shaped to exaggerat-
ed cuffs on deconstructed tailoring.
Layering aids the spring/summer transi-
tion - studded and embroidered tulle is
worn over denim and printed tees keep-
ing things casual and fresh. 

Grunge is  back but with a folk
inspired twist. Multi frills, mismatched
ditzy prints and cutwork details are
seen on blouses and dresses and worn
against ripped denim and lace. For
men 1950s Sin City inspires one of the
main trends this season; revere shirts

teamed with retro tailoring in Cuban
colours are key. Printed summer darks
and black base f lorals are dressed
down to give a relaxed feel to the vin-
tage inspired collection.

Urban culture is evident throughout
the range. The return of the Crombie
jacket, tracksuit and polo neck lend
themselves to the 90s East London hip-
ster scene, whilst customised tops and
denim give the collection a real edge.
Layering plays an important role for
New Look Men this season. Washed out,
neutral colours provide a clean minimal-
ist feel with fabrications and lose fitting
silhouettes key for SS17.Tailoring has
evolved with a nautical influence, pin-
stripes give the collection a fresh mod-
ern feel.  The Spring Summer Collection
is available at all  New Look stores
throughout Kuwait at The Avenues, Al
Bairaq Mall,  Al Salam Mall and
Promenade Mall.
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Vera Wang gets decorated
One of the biggest names at New York Fashion Week

switched allegiance this season - forgoing a runway show in
February in her native land in favor of a trip to the City of
Light. There was good reason. On Tuesday to kick off Paris
Fashion Week, Vera Wang was presented France's top civilian
award, the Chevalier of the Legion of Honor, for her services to
the fashion industry by France's Ambassador to the United
States, Gerard Araud.

The 67-year-old New York-born designer was celebrated at
the official ceremony at a lunch at the Hotel des Invalides."This
is an unimaginable honor, both as an American and a design-
er, to be presented with this most prestigious award from the
French Republic," Wang said.

Speaking of the award, Araud said that "French culture has
been a strong inspiration throughout her life, and has influ-
enced her work as both a designer and an accomplished and
independent business woman." The designer opted to present
her fall-winter collection by means of a short online film -
instead of a runway show - released Tuesday.

Anrealage's off-kilter couture
It could be called techno-couture. The fashion-forward

house of Tokyo designer Kunihiko Morinaga has built up a huge
fan base in Japan for its intellectual designs and original use of
techno-fabrics. This was on full display Tuesday in a collection in
which Morinaga explored eclectic, often-trapeze silhouettes in
shimmering fabrics that encased the models' bodies in three-
dimensions. Looks tiered and cascaded, a little like the figura-
tive blue sea runway around which the models strutted.

Sharp frills, sharply cut horizontal segments and bands of
satin - had a nicely off-kilter 1950s vibe. Some looks even resem-
bled a modernized version of the Duster Coats popular in that
era, with high ruff-necks evoking the nostalgia of 1900s' styles.
A dusty palette of burnt sienna, blue, and umber - mixed with a
splashing of black - produced a very pleasing display.

Ecology escapes Paris fashion
The art of the chic invite is still very much a staple of Paris

fashion. Houses compete to produce the most eye-catching,
inventive, and often plain wasteful, show invitations delivered
often by gas-guzzling courier to each guest's personal resi-
dence. The little works of art often provide a hint as to what
the collection has in store. Eccentric Rick Owens sent out thick
panels of black leather embossed with the show information
wrapped with a wacky surgical bandage. Chloe, meanwhile,
had a shimmering "golden ticket"-style card - to mark designer
Clare Waight Keller's final show as the house' designer.

But so far, it was Saint Laurent's invite that was the chicest -
a beautifully-constructed beige leather wallet with a gold pan-
el with the house name embossed. In other countries like in
Brazil, fashion invites are often sent by plain-old email.

State of emergency
With the state of emergency extended across France follow-

ing a spate of deadly extremist attacks, Paris Fashion Week has
not escaped the tightening of security. Fashionistas have been
advised to be extra vigilant. Designer bags are frisked and
searched at the entry point of each show - with armed guards
and sniffer dogs often policing the famed venues including the
Louvre and the Grand Palais. Passports and official identifica-
tion is also required in addition to the show invite, or else VIPs -
however important - are refused access. — AP

Models presenting creations for Lanvin
during the 2017 Spring/Summer ready-to-

wear collection fashion show in Paris. 


